Abstract
Introduction
The automatic understanding systems of programs intend to simulate the analyst's behavior mapping the knowledge of the professional to the source code [22] . The final objective pursue to extract programming plans and the design objectives from the source code [12] . The programming plans are algorithmical structures that the programmers have applied repeatedly during the implementation of the system and these structures are disperse in the source code (Delocalized programming plans) [16] . Precisely, the integration of such structures and their storage in automatic support (libraries of program plans), constitute the "knowledge to map" the source code.
Unluckely, the application of this technology to real programs requires the construction of large libraries of programming plans as it is asserted in [1] , [13] . Undoubtedly this threatens the proliferation of software systems at industrial level concerning system of automatic program understanding.
Up to now, there have been no reports that refer how to construct libraries of plans. On the other hand it is difficult to get from professionals who have developed the system or maintain it help in extrating repetitive algorithmical structures.
In [13] under the suggestive title "Importance for the Real World", there is a brief description on how approach the analysis (plans supply for example) for the construction of libraries of programs plan. In it however no further details are provided.
In considering that approach drawbacks are found: It is very dependent of the experts of the domains and initially the extraction process will fail because the library will be empty.
The present work is a continuation of [19] . The slices act as filter mechanisms to reduce the volume of sentences to analyze. Then, algorithms of exploration travel through the slices in search of similar structures.
Program Slicing
This technique has been developed by Weiser [21] for the programs understanding and debugging. A slice Ë´Ú Ðµ of a program, where Ë´Ú Ðµ is the slicing criterion and Ú is the variable in the sentence number Ð, brings all the previous sentences that "contribute" to affect the value of Ú in Ð (slicing backward). Inversely, given the slicing criterion Ë´Ú Ðµ the sentences which depend on it can be calculated (slicing forward) [6] , [5] .
The calculation of the sentences involved in a slice is accomplished automatically applying dependencies analysis on the data and control flows [18] . This technique, that in principle has been applied to the programs understanding and debugging, has also been adapted to other contexts as maintenance [4] , [7] , [8] , reuse [9] , [10] , programs specialization [15] , analysis of software architecture [23] , re-engineering systems OO [17] , programs evaluation [2] , etc. With the present work a new area of application of this technique is being explored.
With regard to interprocedural slices these are calculated applying dependencies analysis backward or forward and outside of the limits of the procedure to which the slicing criterion makes reference [6] , [3] .
It is emphasized that the software system which support this technique involves:
To calculate complete or maximum slices.
To calculate semi-complete slices.
To calculate slices gradually.
It should be taken into account that complete or maximum slices are calculated analyzing dependencies throughout all the source code, semi-complete slices are forward or backward slices but in a specific sector of the source code or in groups of related procedures and finally when one of these are calculated the system will have to admit more sentences to be incorporated. Backward or forward chained from the original slice should be applied.
After [21] papers defining more refined algorithms of slicing are published. They permit a smaller volume of sentences to be calculated [14] . Since this investigation is in its beginning, the algorithm defined in [21] could be applied in the technique to be discussed. Thus dangerous simplifications would be avoided.
By the other side, according to the fact of sharing or no sentences, the slices calculated in a same program can show different relationships to each other. In this respect, if the slices share common sentences they are slices with non empty intersection or simply slices in intersection. Included slices are those totally contained in other one. Finally slices with no sentences in common are called disjoined slices. All these relationships between slices are the filter mechanisms of the source code lines that will be applied to reduce the volume of sentences to process.
Automatic Detection of Programming Plans

Slices and Programming Plans
Two types of relationships are fulfilled in a library of program plans they are: specialization and decomposition [13] . While the first are defined by the designer of the library and they cannot be detected automatically from source code, the second is abstracted on the bases the relationships of dependencies of its components which instance and they are automatically detected.
Specifically, if a slice Ë on a datum item is calculated, and there is a programming plan È where the computations in its components are abstracted, they can be applied to the
The abstract components of a programming plan are defined abstracting the structural constraints present in their instances. It is intended to detect automatically such sentences in order to build the plan. Structural similarities are detected comparing the relationships of dependencies among the components of the instances present in the slices.
Automatic Support
Generally speaking, the analyst has to have a minimal knowledge of the code he analyzes and the programming plan he is to design. A knowledge about data items is very important to specify an appropiate criterion of slicing to capture the sentences the abstract components of programming plan have.
Since to determine recurrent algorithmical structures to compare slices has priority, included slices are not used by the time to compare the same sentences. On the other hand disjoined slices and the code fragments which make the differences in slices with no empty intersection are particular important. Therefore, relationships of difference and disjuntion of slices should be applied as mechanisms to reduce volume of sentences to be analyzed. Figure 1 shows the different stages the technique process included. This process should be attached to others which imply design and implementation of libraries of program plans.
Figure 1. Flow of the basic activities of the technique
To abreviate and because the comparison process of slices represents the critical automatic stage of the technique, such process will be only treated in detail. In the execution of the process a variant of the algorithms of constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) [11] will be applied. A CSP is specified by one tuple: ¯Î is a finite set of variables.
is finite set of values.
Each pair Ê ´Ë µ is a constraint:
-Ë is an ordered list of variables (the constraint scope).
-Ê is a relation over of arity (the constraint relation).
A solution is a map In this context, to satisfy every constraints is an exception to the rule. Therefore, partial solutions, i.e. solutions that violate some constraints are acceptable. Algorithms which come to partial solutions are called algorithms for partial CSP. This is a specialization of the CSP and is formalized as a quadruple [20] :
where function is the objective function. It calculates a numerical value for each assignment of values to a set of value (compound label). By this calculations the best solution is determined. To diminish the number of violated constraints is one of the simplest criteria this function can apply. Basically successive reassignments of values to variables tend to diminish the number of violated constraints. This process which implies continuous improvements stopped when a solution is found. In getting this solution some constraints have been violated however this cannot be diminished if new reasignments are made.
An Example
Suppose that slices of the figure 2, Ë ½´Þ µ and Ë ¾´× µ (disjoined and semi-complete slices) where Ë ½ slice contain the variables (Î) and Ë ¾ slice the values ( ) are available. In this case the algorithm proceeds assigning value to these variables. It is taken for granted that any value in can be assigned to any variable in Î but it is not included when comparing slices. By the way, a value which refers to an assignment sentence in Ë ¾ cannot be assigned to a variable related to an iteration sentence in Ë ½ . Table 2 shows the possible allocations. Figure 2 shows the found solution.
Figure 2. Detected structural correspondences
It is observed that the allocation Ë ¾ to Ë ½½ is not genuine because it is violating constraints. Figure 3 shows how plan libraries could be constructed on the base of detected structural similarities.
Conclusions
The technique described permits to detect automaticaly repeated structures. Analysis of data and control dependencies are applied. They let define a architectural context which may detect recurrent algorithmical structures.
It is evident that the critical point of the technique disccussed in this paper is the automatic comparison process. At this point this research emphasized that a weak point of On the opposite side the possibility of a high automation level of the process represents a very important achievement.
As future directions this research intends:
To adapt the algorithms for PCSP to the comparison of slices.
To formulate a metrics in order to calculate the structural similarities between slices.
To study mechanisms which permits to reduce the number of comparisons of slices to accomplish.
When algorithms to the process of slices comparison are adapted, an analysis about their performance will be necessary. It is considered that this performance could be improved by applying refined algorithms of slicing.
